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 (Abril 24, 2018)Prisma B1, B2 Cds (actualizado)Prisma B1, B2 Cds (actualizado)Prisma A1, A2, B1, B2 Cds (actualizado)Prisma A1, A2, B1, B2 Cds (actualizado) Google Scholar returns the same for Prisma B2 Cds (an exact match) and Prisma B1 Cds (not a match, but an exact match on the last letters) and none of the other three. In the same way a search for all the Cds version returns both
(namely the three) where I want only the ones available. A: Yes, you are right, only one or two letters are unique on the end. And it is the problem with the names in the shortcode, because it returns an error, the fact that it is working, doesn't mean it is working correctly. In fact, it is possible to see it, when you try to open the image on the browser (e.g. chrome), it will redirect you to the psd file, it will

show the image size but it will be blank (it will have the same size as the shortcode). So basically, if you don't rename the files, the shortcode isn't even working. If you do rename, it works fine. Shortcodes search returns the best result but only the one for the first letters is the one that is working. Update: The shortcode looks like this: [prisma-1] name="Prisma 1" description="Prisma version 1.12"
[prisma-2] name="Prisma 2" description="Prisma version 2.10" [prisma-all] name="Prisma all" description="Prisma version 1.11" In order to get all the Cds, you can try the following shortcode: [prisma-all-1] [prisma-all-2] [prisma-all-3] name="Prisma 3" description="Prisma version 2.11" [prisma-all 82157476af
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